Foster Street and High Street, Ellsworth
Node #23885
CRF (2013-2015) 1.59

Foster Street is a two-way city street that intersects Routes 1 & 3 (High Street), a five-lane street with
two travel lanes in each direction and a center turn lane for each direction. Left turns from Foster Street
onto Route 1/3 are prohibited. Opposite Foster Street is the entrance to a restaurant and hotel
(Jasper’s). This section of Route 1/3 is subject to heavy traffic volumes comprised of shipping, local
business and tourist traffic, as it offers access to a variety of retail stores and services, and serves as the
primary route to the Downeast region via Route 1, and the MDI/Bar Harbor/Acadia region via Route 3.
Foster Street provides access to a shopping center and a large bank. It is also used as a short cut to
access Water Street and the downtown area. There were 15 crashes reported at this location between
January 2013 and December 2015 (see Appendix A).

Because this isn’t a signalized intersection, traffic turning left onto Foster Street needs to wait for an
opportunity to turn across two lanes of traffic traveling southwest. An additional risk is realized when an
approaching vehicle in the near lane blocks the view of a vehicle in the far lane. The designated turning
lane for northeast-bound traffic on Route 1/3 negotiating a left turn onto Foster Street is short; only
about 30 feet of full width, barely enough space for two waiting vehicles. Five of the fifteen crashes at
this node were collisions between southeast-bound through-traffic on Route 1/3 and vehicles turning
left onto Foster Street from Route 1/3.
Sight obstructions exist in both directions for drivers waiting on Foster Street to turn. Looking
northwest, a large sign supported by wide steel beams, parked vehicles, and snow storage in the winter
months, can limit the visibility of traffic on High Street (see Photo A). Looking southeast, a bush planted
adjacent to the sidewalk blocks a clear view of pedestrians (see Photo B). As previously noted, the
double lanes of through traffic on Route 1/3 can cause travelling vehicles to be hidden behind others.
Vehicles traveling southeast on Route 1/3 negotiating lane changes can also create a hazard for traffic
turning off Foster. Three of the collisions at this intersection involved collisions between vehicles
turning right onto Route 1/3 from Foster Street and oncoming through-traffic on Route 1/3. Two
additional crashes involved vehicles turning right onto Route 1/3 from Foster colliding with a pedestrian
in one case, and a bicyclist in the other.
Vehicles exiting the restaurant/motel face challenges similar to those exiting Foster Street. While
vehicles exiting Foster Street are restricted by a “no left turns” sign, no prohibitions are made for traffic
exiting the restaurant/motel on the opposite side of Route 1/3. Three of the collisions at this
intersection involved traffic exiting the restaurant/motel parking lot and colliding with vehicles travelling
on Route 1/3. One additional collision involved a vehicle attempting to cross Route 1/3 from Foster
Street to the entrance of the restaurant/motel, colliding with a vehicle traveling on Route 1/3.
To improve safety at this intersection, the following short-term, low-cost improvements are
recommended:
1. Relocate the painted yellow line defining the southwest-bound turning lane on Route 1/3 to
lengthen the lane and increase the capacity for vehicles waiting to turn (see Photo C).
Alternatively, the lines could be repainted to dashed yellow on both sides of the common center
turning lane (see Photo D).
2. Remove sight obstructions for vehicles turning from Foster Street (see Photo E).
a. Prohibit parking and snow storage in the section of parking lot adjacent to the
northwest corner of the intersection.
b. Remove the bush blocking the southeastern view of the sidewalk from Foster Street.
3. Replace the existing “No Left Turn” sign at the end of Foster Street with a “Right Turn Only” sign
to prohibit travel across Route 1/3 to the restaurant/motel.
4. Repaint the right turn arrows formerly present on Foster Street (see Photo F)
5. Work with restaurant/motel to make their entrance/exit “Right Turn Only”.

Long-term planning considerations to improve the safety at this intersections should include:
6. Consider prohibiting left turns from Route 1/3 onto Foster.

7. Consolidate street openings for businesses on Route 1/3 whenever possible.

Photo A. Sight obstructions for drivers waiting on Foster Street to turn, looking northwest.

Photo B. A bush obstructs the view of the sidewalk for drivers waiting on Foster Street to turn, looking northwest.

Photo C. Proposed relocation of the painted yellow line defining the southwest-bound turning lane on Route 1/3 to lengthen the lane and
increase the capacity for vehicles waiting to turn.

Photo D. Proposed painting of the yellow lines defining the common center turning lane.

Photo E. Proposed removal of sight obstructions for vehicles turning from Foster Street.

Photo F. This image from Google Street View dates from September 2007, and shows that Foster Street formerly had painted arrows indicating
that only right turns are permissible. These markings should be repainted. Photo courtesy of Google

Appendix A. Summary Crash Diagram
Note: while researching crashes at this node, it was discovered that a crash at another node had been mistakenly attributed to this location. MaineDOT was
notified, and the graphic has been revised accordingly.

